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PREFACE 
This thesis dates back to the time I was in Seattle for exchange program in spring 1998. This was the first 
time for me to live in a foreign country for half a year by myself. This quiet, low dense city impressed me 
very much. As a local borned Hong Kong-ese, I realized that nice living environment could be simple and 
natural styled. Then I started to think about the relationship between nature and man-made world. Can 
they be related and existed simultaneously? Is there any conflict between modern, convenient life and 
refreshing living? 
Then I looked for the related books to forward my curious and I was reading the book, 'Nature and the Idea 
of a Man-made world' by Norman Crowe. Nature is the first world without any adjustment. Once people 
lived on earth, addition, organization was started for their dwelling. The first world was lost afterwards. 
Therefore, nature can not be recovered only by putting natural elements back to our living world but the 
sense of nature could be recovered. From this perspective, I started my exploration of architectural lan-
guage for capturing the essence of nature in urban district so as to parallel such conflict between the 
original and the man-made environment. 
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1.1 VISION 
Once people lived on earth, they added changes to the first environment for their survival 
and consequently achieved a second environment. In ancient period, people had intimate 
connection with nature that was their dependence and primordial source of external knowl-
edge. After long time of civilisation, man in modem city lost this relationship with nature. 
However the second environment (such as urban) is achieved on the first environment 
(nature), their relationship is inter-related and can not be neglected. 
Hong Kong is a fast-developing international metropolis. In this commercialised city with 
super-charged laissez-faire economy, urban development is only by functionalism under 
the factors of economic necessity and population growth 
Nowadays, people focus on their monetary values that their values and sensitivity to 
nature is being neglected. Most of the urban dwellers' living dismiss the concept of har-
mony with nature as if needlessly. Instead of depending on nature, they harmfully domi-
nated or recreate the nature by using technology. Nature is becoming their optional living 
factor. 
This thesis concerns the relationship between the first nature and the second nature 
where we are living in.The prime objective of this is to re-discover the sense of nature in 
urban district in form of a void space where evokes urban dwellers' cosmic aspiration. 
‘ ‘ * 
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Tao, of Taoism, literally means way, principles, process 
or road. There are three main ideas as follows: 
• Eternal rhythm of the universe and how the universe 
works. 
• Way of man - both of the universe and man obey the 
same natural law and cosmos is in a moving pattern. 
• Way of living - Taoists urge people to return to the simple 
life and the original harmony with nature. 
One forget about gain or loss, 
Beyond joy or sorrow in materialistic world, 
There are two important Taoist concepts, 丫in-yang and Chi, 
which guided Chinese in establishing cosmic harmony on 
earth. This search for harmonisation with nature purposed on 
the pursuit and fabrication of variable physical setting for con-
trolling the man's immediate surroundings. 
One will find his joyful retreat in the cosmos, 
Attain a stage of oneness of Man and Heaven. 
PERCEPTION OF NATURE 
According to Chinese thinking, the world of man is, or should be reflection of the 
non-human universe, and man's nature is the essential link between the two. There 
andscape is all nature interde-
pendent and part of an irrevocable symbiotic relationship. Man is one of the compo-
nents of the natural cycle of events into landscape. 
• Harmonious relationship 
Universe is evolving under a series of repetitive but dissimilar patterns. Environment 
is organised to be attuned to nature and to achieve harmony among people. Co-
existence of people with nature and sympathy between them is conveyed by the 
harmonious relationship the parts and the whole. 
2.1.1 PHILOSOPHICAL BELIEF 
Among many Chinese philosophical schools, only a few have 
survived as organised movement until modem times. They 
are Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism. Taoism is usually 
thought of as the philosophy in China most connected with 
man in nature. 
Taoism is a philosophical based on the patterns of nature. It, 
influenced by I Ching, defined man's relationship to the uni-
verse. Taoists believed the cosmos; its topographical permu-
tations and its passage of time influenced men. They glorified 
nature and stated that men are an integral part of the uni-
verse. In the thought of Taoism, man and his surroundings 
are microcosms of the universe. Tao. 
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The force of Chi {breath or energy) is 
fundamenta l to Fengshui creat ing 
natural phenomena, besides being 
the vital force of the body governing 
our l i ves and m o v e m e n t s , In 
Fengshui, the aim is to locate nour-
ishing Chi and channels it towards a 
harmonious balance. 
I and Yang 
The concepts of Yin and Yang are cen-
tral to Chinese philosophy. They are the 
two primordial forces that govern the uni-
verse. Being complementary opposites, 
together they make all aspects of life and 
matter. 
Yin uses the character evoking hills and 
clouds, suggesting femaleness. It is rep-
resented by feminine, negative and pas-
sive qualities. While yang uses the char-
acter pointing to sunshine and heat, or 
maleness. It is represented by mascu-
line, positive and active qualities. 
In Fengshui, the Green of spring and the 
White Tiger of autumn identified yin and 
yang ‘ Each of them was a particular con-
figuration of the ground. 
The fundamental characterist ics of 
Chinese thought were that it empha-
sised relationship rather than sub-
stance. Thus, the five elements, wa-
ter, fire; wood, metal and earth were 
forces in ever flowing cyclical motion. 
They mutually create and destroy 
each other in a fixed order, 
2.2.2 TOPOGRAPHICAL BELIEF 
Feng Shui is the Chinese art of geomancy, dealing with Fengshui architectural design is expressed not just in space 
the balance of two opposing forces: yir^and yang二The form and structure, but essentially in harmony with na-
2. 
Fengshui, a term literally translated as 'wind-water', is the 
Chinese artofgeomancy, the placement and location of build-
ing and man-made structures to harmonise with, as well as 
benefit from, the surrounding physical environment. Itcan be 
interpreted to disclose, uncover one way in which Chinese 
culture understands how to inhabit nature. It is a code of inter-
faced among Chinese treasure and benefits the living. Good 
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2.2 WESTERN PERCEPTION OF NATURE 
Besides the Chinese perception of nature is about the balance of natural and man-made 
world, the western perception also concerns this relationship based on the ideological 
2.2.1 DEFINITION OF 
In this study, I would like to have a better understanding of the 
western perception about nature as being accompanied by 
the Chinese one. 
The meaning of "westerti' here is non-Chinese. Any inter-
pretation of nature out of Chinese would be considered such 
as countries around Pacific Rim. In this brief discussion, the 
idea would focus on the European sense. 
2.2.2 UNITY AND THE IDEA OF HARMONY 
Balance, unity, orders, integration, resonance being 
ideal words for the need to correct damages to the envi-
ronment brought on by industrialization and urban growth. 
Active technological means such as science and en-
gineering are used to tackle the environmental problems 
based on the ideological roots of the human need in 
first place. So we are tending to stress the practical over 
the ideal. 
Actually the classical philosophy in the Renaissance 
tended to idealize the notion of harmony while post-En-
lightenment science has divided it into neat and man-
ageable categories: the disciplines and subdisciplines 
of science and technology. 
Among several thoughts for notion of balance between 
man and nature, well-known "Universal man", or 
"Vitruvian man", drawn by Leonardo da Vinci would be considered. The background meaning of this drawing 
represented the harmonious relationship between man and nature. It is based on the assumption that the 
cosmos was established at the onset to be in harmony throughout, and human body is itself an echo of that divine 
harmony. 
This drawing is as simply a charming symbol to strike us today. For centuries, the image represented a very useful 
approach to architectural design. So the universal man provides us with what can be regarded as natural proportions 
and a natural compositional arrangement for man-made things such as buildings because our intuitive sense of 
balance and the tectonics of form arise from body-related perception. 
Pythagorean also considered the understanding the consistency of the cosmos, and proved that human perception 
is tuned into the workings of the cosmos on musical aspects. He demonstrated the same relationships operate the 
spatial world. One of the examples is the Pythagorean theorem that the two-dimensional figure could be easily 
proceeds to three-dimensional geometries. Thus two-dimensional geometry and the projection of that geometry into 
the third dimension to create a volume in space are related through the medium of mathematics. With observation 
came the conclusion that all phenomena in the perceivable world are related. 
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2.2.4 NATURE AND TIME 
The conception of time is an important part of the idea 
of unity. Most primitive cultures viewed time as cyclical 
and creation as a repetitive event. Unity in a cosmogony 
lay in the symmetry of re-creation. The desire to render 
permanent that which we create is to seek timelessness 
and monumentality. Timelessness could be sensed in 
the elements of the natural landscape. So the natural 
landscape provides an illustration of human mor-
碰y The changing seasons is played against the im-
mutable presence of the earth to suggest a balance in all 
nature, regardless of the fortunes of human affairs. There-
fore in balanced world, timelessness and temporality 
must reside in equilibrium. 
In the west the duality between the timeless and the tempo-
ral is characteristically illustrated by contrasting argu-
ments regarding the idea of nature by Plato and Aristotle. 
Plato considered the perceptible view of nature in ab-
stract way more than the task of understanding nature's 
essence. While his student, Aristotle insisted the under-
standing of natural order of things more than the proper-
ties in intellectual form. He saw timelessness within the 
temporal that change was organic and an integral part of 
the overall plan. Nature, for him, was both the perceiv-
able physical world and the active force of the universe 
that manifests itself in the principles that govern the cos-
mos, human beings and all that humans create. 
2.2.3 THE QUEST FOR UNITY 
In order to quest for harmony between the man-made 
world and nature, the most important achievement is the 
unified and all-inclusive existence. In China, the ancient 
一【 . ^ s o a r c e - o f u n i ^ t h e w l d as the 
tee of oppo^ng'f6rc^,.yjn f i d y a n g T I ^ Western 
lical thou^ls. system、harmonjai^『 fe?適e-， 
_ j ! uiiiiji imjuLiiyiyiiyiOiyi 
and order, fire and water, male and female, heaven and 
earth- all of creation was unified through such pairings. 
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COSMOS AS DAILY ACTIVITIES 
The heaven has infinite depth as contrast to our crowded environment. Also it evokes cosmic meanings and spiritual aspira-
tions. In daily life, cosmos is being ordinary activities no matter under the oriental or western cultures, in the past or in present 
g^bse^at ion and weekend picnic 
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3.1.1 Definition of Nature 
3.1.2 Our Earth's Datum 
Contextual Studies 
3.2.1 Urban development of Hong Kong 
3.2.2 Urban morphology 
3.2.3 Living morphology 
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3.1 THEORETICAL STUDIES 
3.1.1 WHAT IS ‘NATURE，？ 
Nature defined as first environment, which are primordial source of exl 
our speculation about us in relation to all else. Life I death, the seasoi 
sky, landscape，seascape.... are all the first hand elements in nature, 
the other hand, artificial nature，man-made world or alternative nature i 
reflection of the wonder we find in the natural world - the heavens, th( 
scapes, plants and animals. How to gain a harmony between man-ma( 
between hufoajR m M aTtdJoatumJsjaiiyhe^j 
environment. Urban development under soda丨 functionalism and our 
conflict or battle that never ends. Instead of looking for their simultanej 
is to re-discover the spiritual sense of nature that is an inherent need 
metropolis. 
3.1.2 OUR EARTH'S DATUM 
• How did our earth form in cosmos? 
Cosmos is an unlimited space with continuous transformation. Our earth is one 
hypotheses for the formation of the earth. One is that the earth was formed durinj 
thought is that the earth was formed according to the gradual development of the 
•^ U^ilWL.iL 11,11‘If-
〜oftrraHfie 
et, More than half of its surface is 
er the effect of tides, waves and sea 
n a dynamic state, Moreover, there are a lot 
lures in the ocean water. The blue ocean 
fed to the refraction of natural sunlight. 
• Sea front 
Sea front is the meeting region of ocean water and land. 
There are different forms of it, including sandy sea front, rocky 
sea front etc. 
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• Lake 
Accumulated water in basin forms I 
tion factors lead to different shapes, „ 
lakes. Quiet water is its main charact 
j/n and land 
the folded land up to high le、 
[rature, scenarios and planting \n 
channelj^and cave 
idergrouiffl oaves end gall< 
'(^'i^yJ^Sibrl.lfWer；^ 
Island 
！slandjs aignely land surrounded by water 
m 
漏 _ 
River and stream 
Underground water forms stream, streams form riv-
ers, rivers finally flow to ocean, Turbulent or smooth 
flowing of water is related to the physical form of water 
route along. 
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3.2.1 URBAN DEVELOPMENT 0 
The urban development of Hong Kong is influenced by its his-
torical and geographical backgrounds. Since mid 19丁卜 cen-
tury, development in Hong Kong started to move outward and 
seaward to the Victoria Harbor by means of land reclamation 
， 站 , H ， ， i J i ^ i ^ f j p 麵 術 
reclamation of land, a f t 齊 丨 
over the past 100 
end of colonial epod 
ment has adjusted its land policy by globajizatlSIT ot urban 
velopment. 
As commercialism is the generating urban space ^ 
development, functionalism under the^boll(jh|ijG neces- / { 
sity and population growth leads to 赠 
tion and results as a chaotic o r g a n i z e d ^ ^ H U ^ ^ ^ ^ K ^ 
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3.2.2 URBAN MORPHOLOGY 
Hong Kong is one of the most densely populated places in 
the world with a land are of only 1,096 square kilometers. 
The population density was 6,160 people per sq. 
kilometers in 1997. 
Under this condition of high density, urban morphology has 
3 main points: 
3-dimensional configuration 一 vertical arrangement 
elevated walkway over 
busy traffic 
restaurant located over the 
shops 
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3.2.3 LIVING MORPHOLOGY 
Hong Kong is an international metropolis that has fast 
pace of living. Under this inhabitation, basic needs for 
living included eating, purchasing, travelling and 
dwelling are in convenient form. High living pace, 
crowding and long working hour seem to be the ‘ 
components of living style in Hong Kong. 
Under this living style, people seldom have chances to 
take a rest in between their busy lives. This rest 
includes physical and spiritual types. 
The existing void periods in weekdays for them 
include: 
• Short period of time after eating during breakfast 
and lunch time 
Time before going home after work 
• While waiting for transport such as bus, tram etc 
While they are in transporter going home or back 
to work 
In such a crowded environment with fast pace of living, 
long working hours added many stresses to urban 
dwellers. Since the limited spaces and high population 
density, daily relaxation might mainly depend on the 
interior activities such as watching television and 
seeing movie in evenings after work. Alternatively, 
gambling is another recreation for Hong Kong people. 
In weekend, they used to go shopping in nearby malls. 
Once they like to browse in convenient air-conditioned 
place, this habit becomes an important living style in 
Hong Kong. 
However those activities do not allow people contact with 
where they are - nature and realize the appreciation of 
cosmos. 
5 
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Why is it ^mmportant to m? According to the philosopher Hannah Arendt's dis-
a world 








importance of recognizing that our lives are rooted in 
71： 
e man-made world of thing, the human artifice erected 
home for mortal men, whose stability will endure and 
ovement of their lives and actions. 
3.3 SENSE OF NATURE 
Sense of nature is the result that we conceptualize nature 
into abstract idea. All of us have this remarkable ability to 
"image" - to form a mental picture of the ways things are and 
the way we would like them to be. It is called "the minds 
eyes". Without this, we could not conceive of a physical world 
that does not already exist. 
i 
i l l 
. l l ^ i i ^ i t i ^ i i 
E X P L O f R A T i 
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4 th Round 
• Open and accessible to public 
• Representation of a new focus of Hong Kong 
urban 
Location of particular site 
=which part along the selected street? 
Issues enacting choices: 
• most representative 
Final decision: 
old site of Central Market 
SITE SELECTION 
Criteria for selection of choices in each 
round 
St Roimd 
SeconclnatMre with high level of artificial nature 
£mmi 
The considerations of generating site 
selection criteria are analysed according 
to the hypothesis and conceptual posi-
tion. They would be proposed in each 
level of site selection. 
Level of urbanity = how natural? 
Enactment: totally urban site 
2 nd Round 
• high level of urban sense 
• Busy traffic 
• Energetic with continuous urban development 
• Heart of Hong Kong metropolis 
Location of district 
=which existing urban district? 
Issues enacting choices of district: 
Options: 





3 rd Round 
• symbolizing Hong Kong urban history 
Boundary of selected district 
=which streets? 
Issues enacting choices: 
• Historical significance 
• Geographical significance 
• Landuse 
Options: 
• Vertical sections from hill to harbour 
• Horizontal sections parallel to harbour 
Enactment: 
vertical section along mid-level escalator 
from Conduit Road to harbour 
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Journey through nature in urban central 
EXPLORATION 
I p s. im fj-r, 
- .L
-. 
After some preliminary explorations, the project is 
consolidated with a brief. It forms a framework of thinking 
and is a starting point of the design. This project brief is 
the finalised version after the year of doing thesis and it 
should be continuously revised in future. 
Site Conditions 
4.3.1 Site for the whole journey 








4.6.1 Building functions 
I Schedule of activities 
Spatial relationship diagram 
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4.1 CLIENTS PROFILE 
The client would be a joint venture between government, 
green groups of Hong Kong and private sectors. An 
independent committee with board of directors from 
would be formed to handle the daily operation and 
decisions about any matters of the new building. 
The funding for the design and construction would be 
partly supported by government 3nd private sectors. 
The daily operation cost would depend on public 
donation, charges from the internai services and 
charges of the planetarium. 
4.3 SITE CONDITIONS 
4.3.1 SITE FOR THE WHOLE JOURNEY 
The journey of nature is proposed to be introduced along 
the route of mid-level escalator in Central of Hong Kong. 
It is a typical Hong Kong urban both for its urban settings 
and the local living style. 
4.2 USERS 
The proposed project is as a relaxed journey through 
nature for urban dweller. It is located in the typical Hong 
Kong urban area where is also a passageway between 
the slope and the reclaimed land. The daily visitors 
include the local residents and the office workers who 
need to come to this area for job. In weekends, people 
from other districts would come here for vacations. 
4.3.2 SITE FOR THE FOCAL BUILDING 
The site of the old Central Market is located at the 
beginning of the mid-level escalator. It is surrounding by 
completely concrete forest that has an immediate quest 
for nature as a balance of urban life. 
The significance of this site is related to its role in Hong 
Kong urbanism as it is the first artificial nature created in 
the old urbanism located in the first reclamation zone of 
Hong Kong urban development. 
Historical Background 
The first market place was the Central Market opened 
in 1842, and subsequently moved to a new site. Then 
Taipingshan market was opened in 1844. 
20 
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 Journey through nature in urban central 
Central Market connect to 
ther places through 
ifferent kinds public 
[transports including tram 
nd bus. Also it is sur-
rounded by roads, private 





bility is convenient where 
there is ground floor 
pedestrian walkway 
around it. Also there is 
elevated walkway 
connecting the other 
buildings. Furthermore, it 
is located beside the 
slope at the starting point 
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Retailed shop distribution 
——聚:， v^ \ 
‘ 、‘‘ \ ‘ 
Special shops 
Bank Locations 
There are many retailed 
shops around Central 
Market. The msot common 
type is restaurant. There is 
—ew shopping area, but 
only one bookstore and 
some special retail shop 
such as camera. 
Old Central Market 
Central District is a heiart 
of Hong Kong commercial 
development. There are a 
lot of banks 
accummulated near 
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4.4 STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS 
In Hong Kong, statutory control is an important issue for 
construction. For this thesis, it is also considered before 
the design development. However for a fully exploration of 
a new idea, it is assumed that the statutory requirement 
could be re-considered in case of necessary alternations. 
4.4.1 OUTLINE ZONING PLAN 
The site of old central market was returned to government. 
According to Outline Zoning Plan, it was planned to be an 
other specified area and its functions would be commercial 
uses with bus terminus and opened space if appropriated. 
Also the existing role of connection with elevated walkway 
will be preserved and enhanced by the addition of an 
elevated pedestrian over Jubilee Road. 
4.4.2 BUILDING (PLANNING) REGULATIONS 
The building (Planning) Regulations is a control on the 
site coverage and plot ratio. As my selected site is a class C 
site and the function of the proposed building is a non-
domestic part of composite type, the height of building, 
percentage site coverage and plot ratio could be according 
first schedule. 
4.4.3 LEASE 
As the site of old central market is belonged to Government, 
there is no lease for it. Then the usage and planning of it 
will according to Outline Zsoning Plan and the further 
consideration by Town Planning Department. 
25 
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4.5 DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES 
4.5.1 PROBLEMS 
This project is not responding the direct problems in the site but is concerning a 
long term issue about out environment. 
Lack of void space in urban fabric 
• Overcrowded urban configuration 
• Money oriented planning consider the economic necessity more than human 
comfort 
• Shopping mall is the major leisure space for people to retreat their lives. 
Lack of void period in^ 
• Fast pace o f J t o ^ ^ y a s i i i f l R people to appreciate their life in another 
dimension. 丄 - — r ~ • - - - ‘ 一 
I T i n i f i n i t r i i i i l f a i M a ^ i M i i i a i i i i a M M 
Lack of connection to cosmos 
• Reduced skydome by high-rise limited the appreciation of cosmos through 
sky. 
鲁 Continuous reclamation over our unique natural elements make people apart 
from nature 
• Urban extension towards the slope hid the sense of mountain 
Problems in site 
• Not enough eating space in peak hours 
• Not enough space for people get rid of stress within their daily schedule. 
• Undefined bus terminus results with traffic congestion. 
4.5.2 OPPORTUNITIES 
Government preference 
• Government is planning to demolish Central Market to make a potential void 
space in urban fabric. 
• Outline Zoning plan stated that the old site of Central Market is a special zone 
for bus terminus and open space. Then new design of void space can be 
introduced in this non-profit making site. 
New development 
• The new building could provide the functions to fulfill the daily necessity. 
• Other functions could be added to the open space part for people to relax 
themselves within their busy daily schedule. 
Spatial relationship 
• With the artificial spatial relationship, the quality of space could be enriched 
so that people can be guided to contact nature or cosmos through the spatial 
manipulation. 
• Natural elements such as time and sky (sunlight) can be filtered and allow 
people to open their scope of nature. 
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4.5.4 BUILDING DESIGN ISSUE AND GOALS 
issue: image 
Goal 1 The complex should create a new typology 
of void space in urban fabric. 
Pr1.1 The identity of complex should give more 
message of cosmic aspiration than the usual shopping 
ma丨丨 in an indirect way instead of the direct education of 
museum. 
^ l y w C . Pr l2 The building should introduce the remaining 
natural scene such as sky by means of interior walking 
sequence and spatial order to people. 
U u e f p收 Mlft^^^ 
4.5.3 
p create a multi-functional journey that provides space and support features necessary daily relaxation for urban 
dwellers, yet, at the same time, evokes their cosmic aspiration. 
_ —— f 
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issue: comfort 
Goal 2 The nodes of nature located in the site of 
old central market should provides a nice 
environment to avoid the direct attack of the 
environmental impact and open the visitors' mind 
to appreciate their world. 
Pr2.1 The services of the building should be sheltered ^ ^ ^ ' f f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J 
from the direct impact of sunshining and rainning. “ ‘ 
I 
Pr2.2 The facilities should provide non-pressurized 
functions for supporting a better quality of life. 
issue: interaction 
Goal 3 The journey should be an indirect 
interacting space for participation of people with 
varies activities. 
Pr3.1 High/ low located people, static I dynamic 
activities should be connected visually. 
Pr3.2 Audible experiences without vision should 
stimulate people's imagination that allows spiritual 
interaction indirectly. 
28 
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4.6 ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAM 
4.6.1 BUILDING PROGRAM AND ACTIVITIES 
二h二ode，二 nature are the static points for people to appreciate nature through the architectural qualities. The 
广 g am of the building is simple to support the daily necessity such as eating, travelling and some other functions for 
direct message of nature such as gallery and planetarium. The generation of this program is related to the concept 





Foyer for dam 
Queuing, getting off 
Entering, directory 
Gathering, eating, sitting 
Browsing, appreciating photos about nature 
Waiting, buying tickets 
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4.6.3 SCHEDULE OF ACCOMMODATION 
LEVEL 00+1.5 to +4.0 LEVEL 05 +21.3 to+23.6 
circulation zone 336 sq.m. information center 550 sq.m. 
AHU room 15 sq.m. foyer 225 sq.m, 
switch room 10 sq.m. ticker board 40 sq.m. 
flush water tank 5 sq.m. staff room 5 sq.m. 
fresh water tank 5 sq.m. RS sprinkler tank 5 sq.m. 
pump room 5 sq.m. F.S. tank 5 sq.m. 
male public restroom 32 sq.m. F.S. pump room 5 sq.m. 
female public restroom 42 sq.m. refuse room 
LEVEL 01 +3.7 to +8.7 LEVEL 06 +25.9 to +30.7 
lobby ^ ^ F ^ ^ ^ j g ^ sq.m. auditorium one 200 sq.m, 
6 sq.m. auditorium two 200 sq.m, 
meter room 







LEVEL 02 +8.4 to+10.7 
sitting area 
bus staff sitting area 
bus staff restroom 











LEVEL 04+16.0 to +19.0 



































LEVEL 08 +58.7 
observation deck 
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Essential Objectives 
Exploratory Concepts 
5.2.1 memorizing nature 
5.2.2 regenerating nature 
5.2.3 differentiating and integrating nature 
5.2.4 Form 
Master Layout Plan 
Building Layout 
Evoluting to Final... 
5.4.1 Preliminary Scheme 
5.4.2 First Revised Scheme 
5.43 Second Revised Scheme 
5.4.4 Consolidated Scheme 
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5.2 EXPLORATORY CONCEPTS 
5.2.1 MEMORIZING NATURE 
City growth is equivalent to the demolishing the natural 
environment. In Hong Kong, the most typical urban devel-
opment is reclaiming our harbour to city. From the history 
of it, Hong Kong urban started probably from the location 
of old central market and then development towards the 
hill and harbour in zig zag pattern. 
'nature' is not only the unbuilt area but also the preface of 
city. From this perspective, nature is being memorised in 
the main node of nature along the journey. 
city grows with man-made establishment 
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5.2.2 REGENERATING NATURE 
Greenery is the most common mean for people to know 
nature. In this project, another concept is to regenerate 
the force of nature where is growing continuously. With 
replantation of different types of greenery, insects might 
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5.2.3 DIFFERENTIATING & INTEGRATING 
NATURE 
T h e s p a c e s in the bu i ld ing is a resu l t of 
exploration of natural element such as sky, wind, 
sunlight, water and image of forest. Through 
the dif ferentiat ion and integrat ion of natural 
elements, people are guided to appreciate the 
impression even they are in a man-made urban. 
PROCESS 
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5.2.4 FORM 
The form of the building is being explored according to the circulation of the building. In order to have an obvious 
image of the building, folding landscape become the concept of it. 
MASTER LAYOUT PLAN 
n 
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5.5.3 SECOND REVISED SCHEME 
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DESIGN 
'fed广”f, 
6.1 Journey of nature 
6.2 Node of nature at old central market 
6.2.1 General design 
6.2.2 Building analysis 
6.2.3 Special spaces 
6.2.4 Detailed Wall Section I 
Construction Sequence 
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6.2.2 BUILDING ANALYSIS 
CIRCULATION 
: . I ' , ' . r i z , 
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SPACE FOR NATURE 
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The thesis sets up the goal of rediscovering the sense of nature in urban district in form of a void 
space where evokes urban dwellers' cosmic aspiration. The whole thesis bases on the Chinese 
Taoism that believes that everything on earth depends on each other and architecture should be a 
media to beautify the existing environment and vice versa. 
In order to fulfill the goal, three main factors have to be considered. Firstly, research is done to 
define the meaning of nature and the sense of it. Nature is a common description of the original 
world. Secondly, the focal site is chosen in the old Central market where is the center of Central 
District. Then the program is developed according to the explorations of spatial concept. It is 
finalized as a simple functioned building to support the basic living such as eating and relaxation. 
After a series of design explorations, the concept is developed as memorizing nature, differentiat-
ing nature and regenerating nature. One conclusion of this thesis, which is a composite building 
for relaxation in Central is not really a conclusion but is a starting point to inspire the concerning 
of this issue in future. Also the spatial qualities might be as reference for improving the qualities of 
different building types in urban district. 
In addition, it is a proof that architecture is not only a beautified tools in natural environment, but 
oppositely, nature including physically and spiritually definitions is also essential for better archi-
tectural spaces. Therefore, the relationship of our origin world and man-made achievement can 
not be neglected. 
To conclude, first nature is covered by second man-made nature in urban. In order to rediscover 
it, third nature is being achieved on the second one. This new layer is also a man-made layer but 
it could evoke people's aspiration through the architectural languages such as the design 
explorations in this thesis. 
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8.1 Site Photos 
8.2 Case Studies 
8.2.1 Central Park 
8.2.2 Rockefeller Center 
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8.1 SITE PHOTOS 
Reflected Sunlight and Glare 
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the map of Manhattan 




appears as if it were a place of the original natural environment of 
Manhattan Island 
a natural condiion was recreated theough artifice, a trick that cleverly 
conceals its genesis 
• replication of the natural order at full scale 
Function 
• city park for leisure of urban dwellers 
Architectural elements 
• built on essentially agricultural land that had to be modified by the 
planting of woods, creation of lakes and een careful placement of 
boulders to give it that wonderful primeval presence it was today. 
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8.2 CASE STUDIES 
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Sunken Plaza with 
Christmas tree 
8.2.2 MUTI-FUNCTIONAL CONCEPT IN METROPOLIS 
Rockefeller Center 
Location 
• In the heart of New York City 
Client 
• John D. Rockefeller Jr. (1874 - 1960) and consequently 
the Rockefeller Center Inc. 
Conception 
• Idea of comparing twenty-one office buildings with a 
monument to faith, art, and ethnic 
• Exemplification of the commercial culture 一 ambition, 
flexibility, the idealism possible within enlightened self-
interest, estute management 
Functions 
• Commercial, city recreation - theater, ice-rollar place, 
leisure enjoyment 
Planning 
• John D. Rockefeller Jr.'s associates leased three blocks 
of midtown manhattan in late 1927 
• City planner used the Center as the starting point of 
grand urban schemes 
• It was consequently developed with a new Metropolitan 
Opera House 
Architectural elements 
Qpcertheater space, landscaped open space, area for 
seasonal events in 
center 
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8.2.3 ARCHITECTURE AS ANOTHER NATURE 
Shonandai Cultural Center (1989) 
Location 
Fujisawa City, Japan 
Conception 
Express the architect's interpretation of and sensivity toward nature 
and to use this as a catalyst to contribute to the progress of the 
society and its environment. 
• To have everything, including the planetarium and various other 
spaces, underground to create a universal space with an emphasis 
To recognize that architecture and people co-exist as a part of nature 
Relating the project to its value ad its context and to develop a 
society-oriented, compoud approach to architecture 
Function 
facilitates many different programs such as a public community 
theater, a community center and a children's museum. 
Architectural elements 
Sphere rising from the ground as the community theater 
• Bridge between the larger sphere (the theater) and the small sphere 
(the planetarium) 
• Plaza with sunshade and fountain beneath the "earth" 
Tower of time 
Front of Theater 
Tower of Wind 
Sunshade at plaza 
Entrance Hall 
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